PROJECT CASE STUDY

World leaders secured in The Hague
Zaun nuclear security summit effort earns high Dutch police praise

The Challenge
Holland had to mount its largest ever security operation when it hosted
the third Nuclear Security Summit at the World Forum in The Hague in
March 2014, with 13,000 police officers, 3,000 soldiers and 4,000 military
police mobilized during the summit.
Organisers had to guarantee the security of the world leaders from 53 countries,
including event sponsor US President Barack Obama, and up to 3,000 journalists
without unduly disrupting the day-to-day lives and business of local Dutch citizens.

The Solution
Dutch police turned to a British high
security fencing systems manufacturer
with a growing international reputation as
the go-to company when world leaders
gather and the hosts need to guarantee
their protection.
Zaun installed 30km of fencing to secure
the London 2012 Olympics including VIP
emergency gates at the Olympic Stadium
which were dubbed the Obama Gates.
Last year it provided the same service for
the G8 Summit in Northern Ireland and
the influential meeting of global leaders
and the world’s commercial, political
and financial powers at the Bilderberg
conference at The Grove in Watford.

Key Project Data

Zaun worked with long-term partners
Hardstaff Barriers and Highway Care
to design, manufacture, install and
decommission the temporary highsecurity cordon around the summit,
which included 13 gates and almost 3km
of fencing, much of it designed to mitigate
attack by hostile vehicles or protesting
mobs of people.
Debates within the security cordon –
1.8km of SecureGuard and 1.1km of its
RDS Rapid Deployable System – focused
on how to lock up the world’s nuclear
materials more securely so they would
not be so easy for terrorists to steal: a
field again where Zaun has helped in
securing the nuclear industry.

Zaun did an outstanding job
on the NSS. Your employees
made every effort to meet all
kinds of wishes, demands and
requirements. This resulted in
an effective and outstanding
product. Many thanks for this.
Hague Police Chief Superintendent

Sector

High Security Venues

Sub-sector

Political Conferences

Project scope

Temporary Hostile Vehicle Mitigation Crowd Control Fencing Solution

Services provided

Design; Manufacture / Fabrication; Build

Project location

The Hague, Netherlands

Client

The Dutch National Police (Korps Nationale Politie)

Contractor

Zaun

Budget

c £700,000
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